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NA: Mr. Ross, why don't we go through some basic questions. Can
you tell us a little bit about yourself, where and when you were
born, your education background, and so forth?

GR: I was born here at Fisher, back a couple hundred feet from
where we sit, on November 2, 1928. I attended Fisher grade
school, the Northwest School of Agriculture at Crookston, which
is my high school education. I did attend part of my high school
in Harlingen, Texas, for a five months when my folks were down
there.

I attended Valparaiso University in Indiana for two years,
and then transferred to the University of Minnesota. I got a
degree in mechanized agriculture and, before I got a degree, I
went into the service.

I was in the Korean War and when I came back, I took the
G.I. Bill and finished up my degree. I entered graduate school
and got a master's degree in agronomy with a minor in soils.
There was training in research technique, which you usually get
at the University of Minnesota if you're in agronomy. They did a
lot of work in genetics, etc.

NA: Were you raised on a farm?

GR: Yes.

NA: What kind of crops did your family grow on the farm?

GR: The main crops on my father's farm were sugar beets, wheat,
barley, and oats. Some soybeans, one time, but the main crops
were wheat, barley, oats, and sugar beets.

NA: Do you predominantly grow sugar beets, or do you grow wheat
or other such things?

GR: Sugar beets are the main crop. Wheat and barley are the
other two crops we normally grow.

NA: How did you manage to get involved in sugar beet
agriculture?
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GR: I grew up with it.

NA: Did you just take over from where your father left off?

GR: I started my first beet contract in 1950, before I finished
college. I had a small beet contract, and my father sold me a
farm harvester. Had a poor year that year and the only money I
made was from some custom work with the farm harvester.

NA: What year was that?

GR: 1950.

NA: Do you remember any of the initial provisions of that first
growers contract? It was a Company contract. What did the
Company require you to do?

GR: Basically, you followed all the Company regulations, one of
which was to grow your beets on summer fallow. There was
essentially no nitrogen added—we had fertilizers, but they were
basically phosphates and potash. Otherwise, keep them clean and
haul them in.

NA: How was the Company's buying price of the crop calculated?
How much was the base price that you were paid at the time, and
did you receive bonuses for a higher sugar content? How was that
calculated?

GR: It was based on the tonnage you brought in, times a quality
factor which was measured for all growers as it was entered on
the belt going into the factory. So the average sugar content
was determined after storage and just before going into
processing.

NA: How many acres of beets did you grow in the early years,
from 1950 on? Or, if you can tell us anything about farther
back, what your family grew.

GR: I just read a transcript of some of my father's rememberings
and he talked about 1920. He was talking about the years, not
necessarily about sugar beets. It was the year they first
planted sugar beets. That would be his father, my grandfather,
Ferd Ross.

In 1920 he planted 30 acres, which was large at the time
because most of the growers were planting four to five acres
each.

NA: Did your grandfather happen to give any reasons why he
decided to grow 30 acres when others were only growing five?

GR: I suppose he was kind of a plunger!

NA: He just decided that he would check it out?
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GR: There was some experience in the beet-growing situation. A
fellow by the name of Carl Wigand—I forget his first name, but
his son was Dave Wigand. He had grown sugar beets and my father
used to point out the area where they were grown. The first
beets grown in the area, which was just northeast of Crookston,
in fact, within the city limits, probably. And they were shipped
to Chaska and there was some pretty good sugar content. So that
created an interest in growing sugar beets here.

My grandfather used to grow potatoes and they were looking
for crops, particularly to clean up ground—weeds and quack
grass. I'm sure it was attractive to have a crop to clean up the
ground with.

NA: So you began with how many acres of beets in 1950?

GR: I can't remember for sure, but it was around 40 or 50.

NA: And it grew steadily after that?

GR: No. I don't know how, but when my father retired then my
brother came in with me. I think my dad had around 200 acres,
altogether. Essentially, we split that. There weren't many
acres added.

NA: Your brother, who would that be?

GR: Edwin. We each had around 100 acres.

NA: How were your yields since 1950? Were they generally good?
What was your average yield?

GR: The range would be from 8 to 13 ton, and I suppose the
average yield would run 12 or 13 ton.

NA: In the beginning, since 1950, there were a lot of changes in
machinery and types. There's a lot of information being put out
by the fieldmen. What advice did you get from the fieldmen on
something like cultivation, fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides?
What types of information did they give? Were they there often?
Was the information readily available?

GR: Well, the fieldmen at the time, as I remember, were
basically servicing the labor requirements. They tended to help
you with labor a lot. At the same time, we had migrant families
that were with us for many years, so there wasn't a big need that
way.

The fieldmen would come around and see if you had any
problems. But growing up with it—my father and grandfather—

NA: You didn't need any help?

GR: I don't know if we needed it; we didn't seem to solicit it
that much. But the Company kept you informed through the
fieldmen, if there was something they wanted you to know.
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NA: What about County Extension Agents? Did they help that
much? Did you have a need for the type of assistance that they
could provide?

GR: In the early years, the County Extension Agents were not
involved. In fact, the general picture that I got, as we were
going into the research area—soliciting help—was that they were
not even supposed to enter into the area because that was the
province of American Crystal [Sugar Company]. They weren't
necessarily welcome.

NA: By the [American Crystal Sugar] Company?

GR: Yes. It was the Company's province. They didn't encourage
it and the county agents didn't necessarily want to enter into
it, either.

NA: Why wouldn't they want be interested in something like the
sugar beet, such a big area?

GR: It wasn't that great at that time. In fact, I have a letter
from Dr. Sloan [University of Minnesota], 1955, that you might be
interested in, which would explain much of what you're talking
about.

NA: Even though you grew up on sugar beets, so to speak, did you
ever read any agricultural publications or any information either
that the Company put out or outside of the Company? Something
like Crystallized Facts, that the Company put out, or something
outside of the Company. Did you ever read anything like that to
get some ideas on some new techniques for beet growing?

GR: I was very interested in those types of things. I suppose
that's why I went to college. I felt some of the yields in
grains were simply not satisfactory. I had a desire to know why
and learn.

But, frankly, there wasn't that much on sugar beet growing
in the Valley. There was some minor research like, I believe,
there was one on fertilizers. But there was hardly anything on
production research in the Valley.

NA: Even by 1950, when sugar beets had been growing for about 30
years?

GR: Not production in the Valley. However, there was a national
research effort—what they called the Sugar Beet Foundation or
something like that—based in Colorado.

Then, of course, there was USDA efforts in research. A lot
of that was processor oriented and seed, or genetically,
oriented. There were production practices, but primarily most of
them were irrigated areas. Dry land areas such as ours and
Michigan were not necessarily addressed real greatly. At least,
information was not made available that much. Our production
practices were controlled almost entirely by the Company.
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NA: Production practices. Now, that means we're getting back to
provisions of the contract. That means that they told you when
to plant, provided the seed, how much to plant, what type of
labor. Those types of things, they regulate?

GR: Pretty much so. If you wanted to curry favor with them, you
did what they said. And they controlled the acreage, with the
contracting. If you wanted more you had to not be a rebel.

NA: What happened if you did want more acres? How did you go
about doing that, as an individual, or later through the—by the
time you had started, the Growers Association was in full bloom.
How did you personally, or people you knew, go about getting more
acres?

GR: I don't know exactly how you would do that.

NA: Did you actively solicit for more acres?

GR: Well, for example, on this farm. My brother and I purchased
the farm we're on. The grower had like 200 acres; we each got 40
of those acres and the other 120 went to neighbors, 40 acres
apiece. That would have been around 1957, 1958 or 1959.

There was a situation where the government was in control of
the acreage, even though the Company was controlling the acreage.
You could apply to the ASCS [Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service] office for a plot. In some cases, I think
they needed the approval of the Company. I'm not sure of that.

If there was increases in the quota, then, of course,
everybody got a little extra. And there was always a provision
in the quota for new growers, or expanding growers. [C.F. Public
Law 87-15] I'm a little fuzzy on the details because it's behind
me a ways, but they had to build that into the Sugar Acts at the
time—provide for new growers to come in. And this is the way
you'd expand.

There was also expansion in the Valley as the quotas were
increased. The Crookston factory was built around '58. There
was one built in Moorhead [1948] back in that general area of
time, too.

NA: Speaking of the factories, which factory did you deliver
beets to when you first began in the early ' 50s? And how did
that change later on? Did you go with the East Grand Forks
factory or did you go with the Crookston factory?

GR: We had a piling station right here, what's called Ross
station, which was just a few hundred feet south of us along the
track. My father delivered most of his beets there.

There was a delivery station in Fisher, there was a delivery
station in Crookston. I think that I came on in the general area
when the Crookston factory was built. I can't remember exactly
when that was built—maybe in '54, or something like that. At
any rate, I actually delivered most of my beets to Crookston. A
few to East Grand Forks.
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NA: Why a few to East Grand Forks?

GR: We had land that was actually closer to East Grand Forks.

NA: How many acres do you utilize right now for sugar beets?

GR: My three sons, together with the extra acreage this year,
the last two years they've been right up around 1,000 acres—
maybe a few acres short.

NA: Do you, yourself, farm today? Do you grow today?

GR: No, not actively, except that I do have a corporation which
owns sugar beet acreage. I participate in that area with my
sons, through a sharecropping arrangement. I have a management
role there. Actively making all the decisions, no. Just kind of
an oversight thing.

NA: Do you remember, early on, problems with transportation or
delivery to the piling stations? I've heard, just talking to
some growers, like Hugh Trowbridge and Einer Johnson up in
Warren, they mentioned that there were definite problems at the
piling stations with the railroads or the Company—depending on
who you talked to—reports of people with beets, waiting
overnight for the railcars to come in. Did you ever experience
any such problems?

GR: Oh, yes, that was just part of the game. Used to wait here
for the switch train to bring in cars, and then they'd [growers
trucks] be lined up on the road.

One advantage we had living next to the station, we could
come over and have something to eat. Then when we'd see the
train coming, we would get back over there and get on the trucks.
Other people waited in line a long time.

That's been a perennial problem, when [American] Crystal
[Sugar Company] was a stock Company. I can tell you a story
about that, too. That was one of the driving forces behind my
interest in the Association.

NA: We'll be getting to that later on in the interview. Did
you, at any time, leave beets in the ground during the harvest?
Anytime that you had to go back before the frost? Did you ever
have to leave beets in the ground?

GR: Yes, one year; I think it was '71. I left about 30 or 40
acres. But we butchered up a lot of them before that.

NA: What, topped them?

GR: Cutting the tops off and trying to take them off in the
frost.

NA: In your estimation, did any one of your beet crops ever
fail?
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GR: The first crop I raised was about eight ton, and that was
probably the closest to a failure. That was because of a very
wet spring; it was planted late, and was a long time ago.

NA: Do you remember your best and your worst beet crops?

GR: My goal was, obviously, to get someday at 20 ton—that
looked like it was out of sight!

My father had grown one year about 17 and a half ton, which
was one of the top yields for that particular year. So I knew it
was possible and felt the thing to do was to exceed that. It
looked like I was out of reach for a long time.

NA: How well did your earlier sugar beet crops compare to some
of your other crops—wheat, soybean, whatever? How did sugar
beets do compared to your other crops? And how do they do today,
too?

GR: As a general rule—when I was farming, when I had a young
family—you could multiply a person's beet contract by $100 per
acre, and just ignore all the rest. That would be his net
income. It wasn't too far off unless, of course, the person
owned his land and got the rent besides.

NA: Highly profitable, then?

GR: Yes. About the only thing then where it was profitable.

NA: You could bank on sugar beets, such that you couldn't do
that with wheat, for example?

GR: Wheat and small grains, starting out as a young farmer
paying rent and buying machinery—I suppose, generally speaking,
like it is now, a break-even proposition. The only way you can
make money is to get extra high yields.

NA: Let's turn to the question of labor,
labor?

How did you secure

GR: In my father's transcription, he mentioned that they
recruited the first family in 1920. He said it was the first
family. Who knows whether it really was? But they were secured
by American Crystal. They made the contact in Texas.

Our labor (our first year) came up here and lived right
where Edwin Ross lives, which is just a half mile up here. They
lived in some old granaries—they weren't granaries at the time.
So that would have been the first labor.

During my father's time, as I grew up as a young person, he
had the same family for many years, the Zamaripa family. I
played with those kids and grew up with them. That was the only
family we had for many years. There were more families, but that
was the main one.

NA: How many migrant workers did you employ and how many did
your father employ?
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GR: My father would have employed, probably, 35 or 40 at some
times, particularly in the fall when they were topping beets.
But I employed, probably, a couple of families—10 or 12 workers
on the average.

NA: Is it correct that you were required by U.S. Department of
Health regulations to maintain adequate housing and sanitation
for these workers?

GR: That didn't become an issue until later in my career.

NA: When did that become an issue?

GR: It could be 20 years ago, but I don't recall.

NA: What were the provisions of those health contracts? What
were you, as the grower, required to do for the laborer?

GR: Not really too much more than you would ordinarily expect.
Screen doors, clean, have adequate water and sewage facilities,
and some type of toilet, although it didn't have to necessarily
be an indoor toilet. But all the things to keep the flies and
the rain off of them. It wasn't anything excessive.

NA: How was labor paid? It's my understanding that the Company
had certain regulations, did they not, that there was a certain
wage scale for particular duties? Topping had a certain amount,
weeding had a certain amount. Is that true? And, if so, what
was that wage scale like?

GR: That was generally true. I assume those rates were probably
dictated by USDA. I'm not real sure about that.

I can remember that normally we did three hoeings; I
remember that the last hoeing was three bucks [three dollars an
acre]. Topping—I wasn't the manager in that general area. I
was probably 13 or 14 years old when I started to oversee. I ran
equipment during that time, floats and those type of things, but
I didn't have anything to do with managing, so I wasn't familiar
with the rate.

However, I can remember that 22 bucks was the overall cost;
that's the figure that sticks in my mind—three hoeings, thinning
and hoeing.

NA: Was that for one worker?

GR: Per acre. One worker would probably do 20 acres in a year.

NA: Let's talk about the Sugar Growers Institute, which was
later called, I believe, the International Sugar Beet Institute.
It's my understanding that there were annual meetings held
nearby, at Crookston. It was also a research arm. It had a
variety of functions. You had people, at one time, who even
brought machinery and pesticide—salesmen—to sell their products
to a variety of growers who had come from all over the Valley.
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What can you tell me about this, from any angle that you
were involved with? The meetings themselves, organized in part
by Bernie Youngquist and the Crookston experiment station. What
can you tell me about the SGI?

GR: It had its beginnings in the research area. I got
interested in the research program through my master's thesis,
having looked up American Crystal's material and realizing that
there really wasn't much there they could call research. If any,
they were observations related to production research. They had
a research program in processing and they supported research at
the national level.

Somewhere along the line, the research people started doing
work, partially because it was funded by the Red River Valley
Sugar Growers Association in the amounts of $4,000 to $5,000 a
year. The idea was to bring these research people together to
talk about their results and their techniques. The first ones
were attended only by research people.

NA: Research people such as Dr. Youngquist, Dr. Olaf Soine at
the Crookston experiment stations, at other experiment stations—
what researchers?

GR: You'd have to go to Dr. Youngquist's records for that. I
recall a debate between two researchers, but I can't think of
their names, about technique. Some of the things that they
didn't want the public necessarily to be a participant in.

I had been invited because of my interest, and my father
came with me. He was on a research committee at one time and
they dealt with the problem of maggot control. And probably this
was dealing with maggot control in the northern part of the
Valley. The state of North Dakota had provided $10,000 for some
research funding in the maggot area, which was around the
northern part. Around Drayton, Minnesota—Grafton.

Some of these people, probably met at Crookston by
invitation of Dr. Youngquist because of his interest, and because
I was interested as a grower, I was invited. But growers were
not generally invited. It was the kind of thing that was
supposedly over their head because they were talking about
statistical analyses and all that.

My father and I came along to that first one. I thought
that was an interesting discussion, but my main interest was
seeing that it was relayed to the growers in some way. My
interest in it was essentially to expand it, although whether I
had any influence in that area or not remains to be seen.

Eventually these research things became larger and the
growers were invited. The researchers tailored their material
more to the grower then, while they held a separate meeting prior
to that for just researchers.

I'm a little vague on this because it's been a long time
ago, but they gradually got larger and more growers came. Of
course, this attracted allied industry and they became interested
in setting up material for these growers to look at.

This gradually grew until they became somewhat competitive.
They would actually shut the lights off in the area where the
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machinery was being shown, or the booths, so that they would go
over to the research seminar.

They were basically research seminars, to begin with, and
this allied area grew along with it until it became so
competitive that they decided to split it out. Then you had two
parts, the research seminars—

NA: Attended mainly by researchers?

GR: No, researchers and growers. It was an informational thing,
based on the research that was developed in the past year.

Then, of course, the International Sugar Beet Institute
became a trade fair, or allied industry type of thing.

NA: Was that the second part of it then? There was the research
group in one part, and the growers fair—

GR: The International Sugar Beet Institute became a trade fair,
or allied industry function. They set up a separate committee of
allied people and other interested people—County Extension.

Actually, it was kind of an Extension function and grew
somewhat out of that, too. There were two locations, one in
Crookston and the other was in West Fargo.

They were held two days apart, so there was a day in between
for moving. Finally, the trade people decided that they didn't
like the move, it was difficult. It was in the winter, in March.
So they just took it down to Crookston.

NA: It was essentially the same one at West Fargo and at
Crookston?

GR: Yes, that's right.

[End Tape 1, Side 1. Begin Tape 1, Side 2]

NA: We had left off talking about the Sugar Growers Institute.
There was something that was somewhat involved with that called
the Sugar Beet Extension Research Advisory Committee. Based on
some of my readings, by the late '60s you were involved in this
committee. What can you tell me about the committee?

GR: I have to be clear which one you're talking about.

NA: The Extension Research Advisory Committee?

GR: That one was initiated and started by the Extension
directors—the two Extension directors of the two states, North
Dakota and Minnesota. Although, I believe the Extension director
of Minnesota turned it over to a Bill Dorsey, who was the
regional director up here. And maybe Lars Jensen was, too, but I
think he might have been a state director.

At any rate, they would meet together and basically analyze
what was being done and whether we, as growers and industry
people, felt we were on the right track.
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NA: Who was on the advisory committee?

GR: General or actual names?

NA: Generally speaking. Did they have growers, Extension
personnel, American Crystal people? Who was involved with this
committee?

GR: They had members from, basically, implement dealers. Russ
Steen, who was research agriculture for Red River Valley American
Crystal—they were just guests, at that particular point.

NA: What types of people generally served on the committee?

GR: I have some minutes from that. "Attending the meeting from
Red River Valley Sugar Growers Association was Gerhard Ross and
Al Bloomguist." [reading from the minutes] Al Bloomquist was our
executive secretary at the time.

"From the Minnesota Extension Service, Dr. B. E. Youngquist,
Crookston. From the North Dakota Experiment Station, Dr. John
Callenbach; Minnesota Extension Service, Bill Dorsey; and Dr.
Harvey Otto from the North Dakota Extension Service."

"Lars Jensen and Paul Cassen from Crystal. Ed Swift from
American Crystal Sugar, Percy Rosenow from Holly Sugar Beet
Growers Association. Also attending the meeting were Howard
Newell of the Minnesota Extension Service; Alan Dexter, Sugar
Beet Extension, Weed Specialist; and Gerald Smith, Extension
Sugar Beet specialist."

Also attending was Dr. Ken Gillis, who at the time was vice
president of agriculture at North Dakota State University
agriculture consultant. B.E. Easton of Chatham, Ontario. He was
a gentleman that was hired by the Grower's Association to do a
study of the program.

NA: This committee had a lot of different people from a lot of
different areas. You said that the committee was primarily to
advise the Extension people?

-

GR: The Extension program.

NA: You had mentioned earlier, when the tape was off, that this
committee managed to evolve into a different committee, an
educational committee. What was that all about?

GR: I don't have the details as to when this all happened.
According to these minutes, the first meeting was called to order
on September 26, 1969. This is the advisory committee.

I was elected chairman. The vice chairman was Paul Horn,
Jr., who wasn't even mentioned earlier. And the secretary was Al
Bloomquist. In this particular case, the advisory committee
officers were also growers—or grower associated, as Al
Bloomquist was.

It says here, "After considerable discussion, a motion was
made by the chairman to appoint a committee representing the four
member groups." The four member groups, I assume, were
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extension, experiment station, processor, and grower,
producer).

(Grower-

NA: Was there an educational committee that managed to come out
of this committee?

GR: Yes, the research advisory committee does no longer exist,
as such. It evolved into Research and Education Board of North
Dakota and Minnesota.

NA: What can you tell me about the Research and Education Board?
Were you involved with that when it changed into the Research and
Education Board? And what is that board, exactly?

GR: Yes, apparently I was the chairman of this particular board,
and I was also elected chairman of the Research and Education
Board during its initial years.

NA: What years might those be?

GR: Exact dates, I don't know, but I do have some minutes here.

NA: Early '70s?

GR: Yes, probably.

NA: What did the Research and Education Board do?
things did you do?

What types of

GR: Basically, there was some monies coming in from the growers.
There were monies from the state, in the sense that there were
people being supported by the state. And there were some funds,
I assume, for actual research. But the growers, basically,
supported the extras in the research, such as equipment or
capital things, and possibly some expenses.

NA: The growers were taxed, if I'm not mistaken, a very small
portion for the purposes of the Research and Education Board, and
that tax and the monies that came in from other sources were to
improve on what you said earlier were the extreme lack of
information about sugar beet production and sugar beet research.

GR: Yes. Earlier, the sugar beet research committee of the
association was getting funds through the regular channels—like
$4,000 or $5,000.

NA: What would those channels be?

GR: Association [Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers
Association] dues. This was a relatively small amount of money.
Then when the Association dues were based on tonnage, if they
were short of money—such as in a short crop—research was
generally cut first.

I was a member of the research committee for many years, and
I was also chairman there. I made many speeches and I was always
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p̂ut at the end of the agenda when it came to research. And I
usually heard a groan when I got up to talk about research!
There were not too many people interested in developing a program
because it usually cost money.

NA: American Crystal people weren't terribly interested?

GR: No, growers [were not interested].

NA: Perhaps it's correct to mention that there was a tax. Did
that come out of the dues, or was that above and beyond the dues?

GR: You have to give Al Bloomquist credit for this idea. He
said, "If we're going to do anything in research, we're going to
need more money." And he suggested a two-cents tax, or
assessment, on each ton of beets for purposes of research.

This money was then given to the Research and Education
Board to control. Along with the fact that the universities and
Extension people—and the industry was putting in some effort,
too—this was the Sugar Beet Research and Advisory board that
came together to determine how these funds would be handled or
spent.

So, basically, the Research and Education Board would deal
with proposals for research. And also help guide the overall
program.

NA: Just to clarify, the Research and Education Board was a
division of the Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers Association?
Or of American Crystal?

GR: No, they were a separate board in which representatives of
the processors—including the southern Minnesota group, or at
least Wahpeton-Breckenridge at first, and the southern Minnesota
group. The seven factory districts, which included the two in
southern Minnesota—the Wahpeton and Renville area. And
Extension people and experiment station people from each state—I
would guess there was about 15 altogether.

NA: From each state, North Dakota and Minnesota? Did it go
beyond that? Did it take into the Rocky Ford plant and the
Clarksburg in California?

GR: No. It was the Research and Education Board of North Dakota
and Minnesota.

NA: Just your own assessment, how successful was this board?
And is it still in operation today?

GR: It seemed to work out quite well. The funds were managed in
such a way that it produced fruit. While increases in tonnage
aren't entirely due to any one research project, I think most of
it is due to variety improvement.

The whole thing seemed to move forward, the information that
was provided to the growers, particularly in the area of weed
control, also in fertility. Of course, the American Crystal
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[Sugar] Company had a lot to do with managing introduction
practice through their quality-control program. It was developed
by them.

Basically, though, the overall affect of the Research and
Education Board has been to promote the industry. It has been in
no way anything but successful, as far as I'm concerned.

NA: You threw out some figures earlier about the size of the
budget. It began in the early '70s. How large was the budget
initially? You seem to suggest that it was inadequate.

GR: Four-thousand dollars or $5,000 a year initially from the
Association. Then I think it got up to close to $100,000, in
that general area, after we got the two cents.

NA: That was a more adequate sum.

GR: Plus we had the University [University of Minnesota and
North Dakota State University] people's resources involved. They
paid basically all of the salaries, and much of the fixed
overhead expense that you would incur. They were contributing to
sugar beet research a great deal. I think some estimates as high
as half a million dollars were involved, if you figure all costs.
I don't know what the actual cash costs were.

NA: You were an officer of this organization? You were chairman
at one time?

GR: I was chairman of the advisory board and, initially,
chairman of the Research and Education board. Eventually, I
resigned from the board, and Al Hanson from the Wahpeton area
became chairman.

NA: What were your duties as chairman? You mentioned that you
had to speak on occasion. Were these speeches at growers
meetings?

GR: Yes, I would speak on research all the time. Some of it was
probably worthless, but occasionally I had to drum up support for
some of these things. One of my chores was to make speeches in
favor of a particular project in Research and Education. It had
to be approved by the growers, in the sense that they supported
it with money.

Also, they had to elect people from the factory districts.
They continued to support it, and it's always been supported.
That wasn't a big problem, the two cents. I don't think there
was all that much objection to it. At least, I didn't hear about
it.

NA: What are some of the more notable projects that the Research
and Education committee worked on? You mentioned the early Sugar
Growers Institute, researchers anyhow, were dealing with the
problem of the beet maggot infestation. What specific projects
did the Research and Education committee deal with, that you can
recall?
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GR: Basically, it was hiring people to do the work and the big
area of interest was weed control. Of course, you had to
communicate that material, so there was an Extension specialist
on the Extension side.

Those were the two factors. Growers indicated a big
interest in weed control, and there was a push to reduce the
labor requirements. And there was also interest in disease and
insects, such as the maggot in particular areas where it was bad,
so there was always that interest.

We would listen to the grower representatives and the
processors and people that were involved that way, would listen
to their growers, and we would relate that to the Extension and
experiment people.

NA: And they would do the research?

GR: They would do the research and we would set the priorities.

NA: A lot of the research was done at the Crookston experiment
station, under the direction of Dr. Youngquist?

GR: Dr. Youngquist was interested in the sense that he had a lot
to contribute to the program. He dealt with structure, which he
was capable of doing. He had an ongoing program which we
supported, in general. He had quite an interest in keeping the
sugar beet research program going. But, basically, Dr. Soine
would be the one who actually did the research. Later on, Dr.
Larry Smith and other people, too, of course.

NA: You mentioned that the growers were interested in reducing
labor requirement. I assume you mean new techniques so that they
wouldn't have to hire as many laborers?

GR: Yes. They were trying to reduce their costs through
chemical weed control. There was difficulty with labor; part of
this was due to the housing requirement. It wasn't always easy
to get good help. There was expansion, etc., I suppose.

I can't remember all the details, but a lot of things came
together where everybody thought that their particular problem
was great. By and large, weed control was a major program.
Fertility and management problems were always of interest, and
there was work going on in there. But the main emphasis seemed
to be weed control.

NA: Was some of the research based on types of machinery? Or
just chemicals—herbicides, pesticides—and on insect and weed
control? Was any of the research done on better equipment?
Better harvesters, better drills?

GR: Not really. That was left, pretty much, to the trade.
However, there was research in types of tillage. Trying to seed
into stubble, things like that. Probably from the standpoint of
wind erosion and control, and other things like that.
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There was probably some research into the area of making
beet planters work better—plant stands and so forth. These are
basically Extension services, trying to help growers do a better
job. But I can't recall any research project that dealt directly
with inventing or improving an implement. This was left up to
the industry.

NA: For the remainder of the interview, I want to focus on the
Red River Valley Sugar [Beet] Growers Association itself, and
your involvement in it. Have you ever held an office in the
Growers Association?

GR: Yes.

NA: What offices did you hold? And, if you can recall, the
years?

GR: I don't recall the years. I was secretary and vice
president. I could have been treasurer—I don't think I was
treasurer. Basically, I was involved in the executive group for
quite a few of those years.

NA: What can you tell me about some of the early leaders of the
growers association, people like Hugh Trowbridge, Einer Johnson,
Lyle Kiel, some of the early people?

GR: The first real leader that I became familiar with was R. T.
Adams, out of Fisher. He was a friend of my father's and he was
the Red River Valley Sugar Beet Association president for many
years, something like 17 or 18 years. My uncle, Walter Ross, was
the president for a number of years before that.

When I became a member of the board, the board was based on
so many acres per representative. I, somehow or another, became
a member of the board—because, I guess I spoke up complaining.
You know how they do that. They shut you up and put you on the
board!

At any rate, I remember that the emphasis by R. T. Adams was
on the legislative area. I would come to him with research
problems, and other things.

NA: From your activities on the Research and Education board?

GR: No. This was in the beginning years, before any of that
existed. This was back in the '50s.

But R. T. used to always tell me, "Research is all right,
but if we don't have a Sugar Act we won't have any need for
research." And that went on for many years—the emphasis was
basically on legislation.

Another factor that I noticed was that I had a problem with
the receiving capacity. I went to the original leaders, my uncle
Walter and Verle Gibbons, about the problem. They said, "Well,
there isn't much you can do to change Crystal's mind. I don't
think it'll do any good to complain about it."

I thought I might as well go right to the top; I went to Al
Holkesveig [General Manager of Crystal in the Red River Valley]
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over at the East Grand Forks Factory, which was Crystal's
headquarters here in the Valley. He was real polite about it.
He listened to me. And when I got done, he said, "Well, if there
are some growers in the Valley who don't like what we do, maybe
they shouldn't grow so many beets."

Of course, that took me aback. When I left there I was
unhappy, and I vowed that I wouldn't rest until that man ate his
words. And that's how I got started in the Association
activities. I decided that I might as well find out what was
going on. And that started a 20-year career. [in Growers
Association work]

NA: You were concerned about research, you were concerned about
facilities — the piling stations?

GR: Yes, the receiving facilities were totally inadequate, in my
opinion. We also had a long haul [to the receiving facility] , so
my father and I were the last ones done. My first years in
beets, we had to hire somebody to haul our beets at the end while
we sat as much as three and four hours, waiting for a truck to
come back.

I was struggling as a young farmer with a family —
[Train whistle. Tape recorder turned off]

NA: You were telling me about your involvement in it, and your
concern about the inadequacy of the piling station.

GR: One of the first years I had sugar beets was after I was
married. Basically, I had to pay my profits to a custom hauler
and I wasn't happy at all. I needed that money.

NA: A proxy, somebody who could do it for you?

GR: Yes. It was a guy that lived close to the plant. He got
done, and he would come out and help us haul beets. Of course,
there went my profits. I wasn't happy at all, so I thought that
we had to do something about this.

NA: What, needed more piling stations?

GR: Needed more piling stations and some kind of equity for long
hauls.

NA: When you spoke to Holkesveig, who was then at the East Grand
Forks plant —

GR: He was the overall manager of the Red River Valley, the
overall effort. His office was in East Grand Forks.

NA: He wasn't very receptive. He basically told you, "Too
bad!"?

GR: Very politely, "If you don't like it, you don't have to grow
so many beets."
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NA: And that's how you got involved with the Sugar Growers
Association?

GR: That was the motivation. I was going to make that man eat
his words. I didn't think that was right. My ancestors had
helped bring the industry in, and I had been in Korea where
supposedly we were fighting for some freedoms. And this didn't
seem to me right. I was very young, idealistic, dumb, and all
that stuff. At any rate, it didn't seem like it should be that
way.

NA: You had mentioned some things that you might be able to
translate into strengths and weaknesses. What do you think are
the strengths and weaknesses of the Red River Valley Growers
Association type of government and representation? Early on and
now.

GR: In the early days, as I got to know it, R. T. Adams ran it
out of his back pocket. The Association was R. T. Adams, and he
was a very capable person. He had enough wealth to be able to go
to the national meeting and keep us informed. He always said,
when he turned in his expenses, when he left he counted the money
and he when he come back he counted his money—and that was his
expenses, [the difference]

He was kind of proud of that. He was proud of the fact that
he was acquainted with the industry people. He could deal with
them and he was pretty good at it.

Primarily, before that, the Association was a creature of
the American Crystal, for purposes of legislation—lobbying.
Because they weren't in a position to do the lobbying, they had
to have growers.

NA: So they said to growers, "There's some big legislation on
Capitol Hill. Write some letters."

GR: The growers themselves, the officers, would go to Washington
during the hearings for the Sugar Act, primarily.

NA: But you said a creature of American Crystal. Did Crystal
somehow make the growers do something?

GR: Not make them; this is an assumption on my part. They
created the Growers Association not only for the benefit of the
growers, but for themselves, in securing favorable legislation,
which I think they should haven't done.

NA: Later on, what would say were the strengths and weaknesses?
Say, post-R. T. Adams.

GR: Well, R. T. Adams was deposed because things were changing
and he didn't. There were a bunch of new growers coming on and
there was a general feeling that R. T. had to go. In fact, they
asked me to run against him and I wouldn't do that because he was
a good friend of my father's and I was chicken to. I had to live
with the person; he was in my community. So they got Lyle Kiel
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to run and I ended up being an officer, vice president or
secretary.

NA: Mr. Kiel won?

GR: Lyle won. We actively sought support for Lyle. The thing
had grown to the point where the number of people involved were
getting to be large, as representatives. Every 3,000 acres added
another director. Then R. T. Adams saw that it was growing
beyond him, so they hired Al Bloomquist as executive director.
He felt somewhat betrayed when he was defeated, because he felt
perhaps Al had something to do with that. I can't put words in
his mouth because I don't know how he felt, but I know he somehow
felt that he was betrayed in some way. Basically, it was just a
change in the system. Problems were evolving because of
expansion.

NA: How large was the organization? And what year did Al
Bloomquist come on board? How large was the Association board?
How many directors?

GR: When I first started, I remember 14 or 15. Then it seemed
to me it grew to 18. By the time that Al came on, it was
probably in the 20s. I think that when we formed the executive
committee, we were close to 26 or 27 directors. Don't pin me to
that.

NA: By when?

GR: The early '60s. Anyway, it was just growing and growing.
Basically, we reorganized the Association by forming an executive
committee. And executive committee officers were elected on a
factory district basis, even though the county organizations were
the core for the basic organization.

NA: What, in your view, was a major disadvantage of the Growers
Association? What didn't they do well, in your view?

GR: They compromised structure with the executive committee, was
one problem.

NA: Meaning what?

GR: Representatives were elected from the directors to serve on
the executive committee, which had all the powers of the board.
Except that the large board had the power to veto an action of
the executive committee, if they followed certain procedures.

Take, for example, Crookston. Crookston was represented by
Polk County, which had two factories in it [Grand Forks plant and
the Crookston plant]. One of the factory representatives was
from Warren, [in Marshall County] which was a substation. The
beets could go either way, but primarily to Crookston. A lot of
the growers in Crookston didn't even know who that man was
because he didn't attend Polk County meetings. There was no
connection between the Crookston factory district and the local
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grower group, which was the Polk County group which involved two
factories, not one.

So that was a weakness in communication through structure.
I asked this gentleman to come down and attend one of the
meetings, because I was on the executive committee as an officer.
He did, and nobody called on him to speak, the county President
forgot. So it totally failed. This was one of the things that I
noticed was a weakness. I was a chairman of a reorganization
committee for many years, and it didn't go nowhere.

NA: Just to clarify, this county organization [the Polk County
Growers Group] had ties with the Sugar Association, but not with
the local factory?

GR: Not directly.

NA: You saw that as a weakness?

GR: That was definitely the weakness.

NA: Why was that a weakness? What would be the advantage of
having a direct line with the Company? After all, the
Association was for them as the larger group to speak for them.

GR: The Association began to evolve away from being a creature
of the Company to an Association dealing with the Company over
issues. But the Company had all the balls in its court, so to
speak, because they had the organizational structure, they had
the resources, and they had the know how. They had the 16- or
17-man field staff in the form of fieldmen, and all the
information would flow back and forth. So they could pretty well
marshal their resources.

Whereas, say the deal with the Crookston problem, there was
no such thing as the Crookston Growers Association. There was a
Polk County Association, which had two factories involved.

[End Tape 1, Side 2. Begin Tape 2, Side 1]

NA: Were they any other strengths or weaknesses of the Growers
Association, as time progressed?

GR: One of the problems with the Growers Association was loyalty
to the Association. The fieldmen, at one time, were able to
dispense acreage. The Company would grant the fieldmen a
contract and they would rent them out, based on one to two
dollars a ton—whatever they could get.

There was a great deal of interest by growers in growing
these sugar beets. Therefore the Company had a great deal of
leverage over a lot of growers. The loyalty of all the growers
was basically to the Company, not to the Association. They
wouldn't curry favor with the Association as opposed to currying
favor with the Company. Most of the growers ran around as you
might guess, kissing the fieldman.
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NA: That was obviously a problem with unity. But as an officer,
how did you try to get people to be more loyal to the Association
as a unified voice of the grower than the Company, without
antagonizing the Company? How did you do that as an officer?

GR: Basically, I tried to reorganize. I was chairman of the
reorganization committee and I bleated on for many years, and
wasn't successful.

NA: How did you try to change things?

GR: Propose plans.

NA: What type of reorganization would you find to be most
successful?

GR: The first thing was to change from county organizations to
factory district organizations, which eventually was adopted.

NA: What would be the difference between that and factory
district organizations?

GR: Take for example Polk County, which was the largest county
and probably had the most sugar beets in it. Polk County had
Crookston factory district and the east side factory district.
But the east side factory district was split around the North
Dakota and Minnesota sides. So you had to deal with more than
one kind of organization.

Whereas the Crookston people could talk. But some of the
Crookston growers were located in outstations that were basically
in North Dakota piling stations, or outside of the county line
such as down around Norman County.

So there wasn't any way to deal with the factory district.
But the Company was organized on factory districts. They had all
their structure based on the factory districts. We couldn't deal
in a united way with factory district problems.

NA: To adapt, in effect, the factory district—which was their
district—the growers had to do the same thing. In that way, it
was easier to deal with the factory.

GR: It was recognized when they started the executive committee,
because that's the way the executive committee was organized.
Then when the Company became a cooperative, they also adopted the
factory district organizational structure.

NA: Were there any particular strengths that stand out in your
mind that the Growers Association accomplished?

GR: The strength of the Association were their numbers. They
had many more people—and with their legislative abilities they
could call on the Congress. Their votes were more important than
Crystal's. We had numbers on our side, but we had to marshal the
ability to pull them together.
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Crystal made every attempt, when it became a bargaining
situation, which I was involved in—contract negotiations. They
made every attempt to isolate the negotiators from the Growers
Association.

NA: What negotiators?

GR: We had a situation develop in one of the years, probably in
the '60s, in which the Company wanted us to bear the cost of
pesticide-related problems in beet pulp. I had been to a
research committee meeting in Michigan a few years before that—
at least a year before that—in which they related a situation
that had occurred at least two years before that in which they'd
been warned—American Crystal people, along with all sugar
companies, not to use the chemical Aldrin.

NA: And why was that?

GR: Because it was a carcinogen and was going to be banned. Now
Harvey Johnson, who attended the meeting, was aware of it. He
was vice-president in charge of agriculture for American Crystal.
He was based in Denver. He was aware of it and none of the
growers, as far as I know, were made aware of it. And yet, when
the contaminated [sugar beet] pulp was banned for sale in this
country, they asked us to bear the costs of that, as growers.
Not only that, we would participate in any losses they were going
to have and the [sugar beet] pulp that wasn't contaminated, they
weren't going to share any profits they might make in that.

The Company had always gotten beet pulp as a by-product and
was a plus to their contract. That was theirs; we didn't
participate in that. And they wanted us to participate in the
losses, but not in any profit.

NA: The Growers Association wasn't very happy with that
arrangement?

GR: No.

NA: Did that arrangement go through, or did the Growers fight
it?

GR: The Growers fought it. That's quite a story in itself. We
had a negotiating team, combined with the southern Minnesota
growers—they were involved, too. We had a five-man team, which
I was a part of. We went down to Renville and met with the
American Crystal people. They [American Crystal] had decided
ahead of time that we [Growers Association] were not
representative of their Association. They had already made
arrangements with some of the older members to meet in Eastside,
to approve the contract.

They wanted the Association to approve the contract; that
was kind of a standard thing. You signed off as approving the
contract. I don't know why it was so important to them, but
there must have been a reason.
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Anyway, they told us we didn't represent the growers and
therefore they weren't going to deal with us. It was a short
meeting down there in Renville, or some small city nearby.

NA: The meeting with who?

GR: American Crystal people. See, at the time, the Chaska
factory was still operating. The southern Minnesota grower group
was basically the Chaska people.

At any rate, they came up here and got another grower group
to approve it, people they called in. In fact it was older
officers, older members, who probably weren't aware of what was
all involved. Didn't have the information we had, and probably
that was part of our problem because we didn't communicate with
them.

They approved the contract and I was one of the first ones
to get an opportunity to sign that. [Laughter] I guess they came
from the fieldman meeting directly to my house. At that
particular time, I didn't sign the contract. I asked the
fieldman if I could have a copy, and it was the only copy we had
at the meeting that afternoon with the Growers Association
officers. But we hung tough and got a different one.

NA: That brings up another interesting point. How would you
characterize the relationship between the Growers Association and
American Crystal during the '60s and just prior to the
acquisition?

GR: Locally, it became somewhat hostile. It was perceived that
the Growers Association was becoming antagonistic to the Company.

NA: Perceived by whom? The individual grower?

GR: That could be, I don't know, but I don't think that was the
problem. I think it was the individuals who ran the American
Crystal here in the Valley—primarily Jack Tanner, who was the
main person. We got involved in some negotiations over
individuals being punished for things they said and did.

NA: Punished by whom? By the Company?

GR: By the Company.

NA: Punishing individual growers?

GR: Yes.

NA: How so? By restricting contract acreage allotments?

GR: Taking acreage from them.

NA: What types of things would they say that they would incur
this? Something that they would tell the Growers Association or
other growers?
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GR: In general, they didn't like what was being said. One guy
made what was called a cross-of-gold speech at a Chamber of
Commerce meeting.

NA: What would that be?

GR: I won't get into that; I won't even name names. The
Association officers, of which I was one of those, met with the
Company and the three individuals involved. The Company decided
that maybe, being there was free speech in this country, the one
individual shouldn't be punished for making his speech. It would
have been embarrassing if it had been put in print somewhere.

NA: Well, basically, what was his complaint?

GR: I didn't hear the speech. Probably because he said the
truth about what was going on in American Crystal. Basically,
American Crystal was running this as their bailiwick, and not as
it was intended in the Sugar Act as somewhat a joint effort by
grower and processor.

They weren't being honest with the grower, they weren'tNA:
being fair in acreage allotment?
at this time, in the late '60s?

What was American Crystal doing

GR: They were running it, essentially, the way that
Mr. Holkesveig told me, "If you don't like it, you don't grow so
many beets."

NA: And if growers spoke out, they found that the next year they
didn't get a contract or their acreage allotment was
substantially lower?

GR: They tried it in these three cases.

NA: The Company tried this. Were they successful?

GR: They didn't take it away from the cross-of-gold person.
They took it away from another gentleman who was president of a
county association, and gave it to his two partners. So he
really didn't lose the income, but because he was no longer a
grower, he was no longer able to be president of the county
association.

The third one had put some nitrogen on a field, which was
against regulations. He apparently admitted to it, whatever it
was.

But, anyway, they wanted to get somebody's hide. I still
regret to this day that we agreed to the general arrangement that
this [third] gentleman lost 25 acres out of his 50.

NA: Did they have to get the Association to approve this?

GR: No. The Association was brought in [by the three
individuals] to try to negotiate American Crystal out of it. The
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Association didn't have to approve nothing, but we had the power
of the press. We could reveal it to the Growers.

NA: How long did this last, this antagonistic relationship?
When did it start, and how long did it seem to increase?

GR: It gradually evolved over discontent.

NA: Over things like piling stations, and being punished?

GR: I was involved as a research chairman and they would be
insulted when I would suggest that they didn't have a research
program. That was one of the first things I came across, that
they were insulted.

Then it was suggested to them that we grow something besides
American Crystal seed. There's a little story behind that. We
had a number of meetings over time and Duane Melling, who was
with Beta Seed, was the initiator of that. But I learned early
on, on a trip to California, that we should be growing 20-ton
beets, not 13 and 14. We had the potential of that, and it was
suggested that our problem was variety.

This motivated me to start looking into these things. And
one of Crystal's requirements was that we plant their seed. You
couldn't plant anything else.

NA: Were they receptive to this, when it was brought to their
attention that they could grow more and that maybe their seed was
the cause of it?

GR: Absolutely not, they were not receptive. They were adamant
about it.

NA: Why do you think they were? It would be their advantage,
would it not?

GR: Well, it should have been. But to them it [seed sales] was
a profit center and they didn't want to give it up [the seed
sales].

NA: Right up to the early '70s, this antagonistic relationship
continued until finally, somehow, the Growers Association managed
to get involved with the acquisition of American Crystal. At
that time, Al Bloomquist was on board and he was able, I
understand, to help a little bit with this.

How did the acquisition of American Crystal come about?
Certainly some of these things that you mentioned, the
antagonisms, but what was the nuts and bolts of the operation?

GR: The way Crystal handled things. For instance, I was not
given a contract two years in a row, until later in the spring as
kind of a message. Al Bloomquist had to enter into the situation
and call the president, Mr. Charlie Briggs, who I enjoyed as a
friend, and get him to give me and Lyle Kiel—there were others
that were held up briefly, but Lyle Kiel was president, I was
vice president—we were held out on a contract.
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I was ready to quit beets. I was not going to give in. I
was told once that if you think you need the contract, you're
already beat. So that's what I operated on.

So this was the kind of treatment we were getting. They
were trying to get to the individual and produce fear among the
growers. There are some funny stories about some of the things
that happened that way.

NA: Is it fair to say that they were trying to break up the
Association, or control the Association in some way?

GR: Essentially it would be a fair statement. I don't know to
what extent they wanted to break it up or control it, but they
didn't like the way it was going. They concentrated on the
individuals who they thought were the problem.

Al Bloomquist was considered one of those who were the
problem, because he was at odds with persons in the leadership
[at American Crystal] division. The way this thing came about,
there are a number of facets to it. I have my own personal
experiences, but Al Bloomquist was attempting to get a grower on
the board of directors of American Crystal.

So there was a plan to purchase stock of American Crystal by
growers, to get enough people to vote enough shares to get one
grower on the board of directors. Basically for information.

During this time, they were trying to float some money [for
stock purchases]. When they were in Washington, they talked to a
guy about possibly getting money to buy Crystal stock. The guy
told them he couldn't do that, not for Crystal stock. But he
said that, "If you want to buy the whole Company, I can provide
you money for that, through the cooperative movement."

This started some wheels turning in Al Bloomquist's head.
He came back to the Association and they made an offer to Charlie
Briggs to buy the Company at a stock price which was probably
more than twice what the going price was. The stock price of
Crystal had dropped to a low of around 10. At that time it was
around 16 or 18. We offered the Company $40 for their stock.

NA: To give some background, the Company was considering
shutting down such plants as Rocky Ford, which later was shut
down. Chaska had been shut down, I believe. Their factories
were getting older. It was becoming more difficult to compete.
Were these factors, do you think, in Crystal finally saying,
"Yes, we'll take your offer"? And why did they say, "Yes, we'll
take your offer"?

GR: I think the things you mentioned were probably factors. The
ability to produce a profit, the ability to provide dividends for
the stockholder, was becoming in jeopardy because of the
antagonism of the Growers Association. They didn't want to
settle for less. In order for them to get more, they felt that
we had to take less. They apparently weren't ready to spend
money on capital items, for improvement, because they felt that
the future for the sugar industry wasn't all that great. I
assume that.
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At any rate, it apparently looked good to them to get out of
the sugar business at about twice or more than what they would
get for their stock. I was in Phoenix, Arizona, when the offer
was made and accepted. I was on the Association board. And we
were one happy group down there.

NA: What involvement and/or relationship did the Association
have with key Crystal people, such as Stew Bass, who was at one
point a fieldman but later vice president of agriculture? Did
you have any relationship with those people, and how did they
react to the possibility of acquiring American Crystal? Did you
have any friends inside of Crystal who said, "This is a great
idea"?

GR: No. [Laughter] I may have had friends, but they weren't
about to reveal that fact to me. I consider Stew Bass a good
friend. I think, he being in agriculture, his general goals and
aims were very much compatible with growers. He had all the
restrictions of a processor, of course. He didn't run the show
to the extent that I'm sure he would have liked to.

One time, when we were negotiating, we had about four or
five directors sitting around after a meeting. Somebody said to
me, "Aren't you afraid of breaking the Company?" Because I was
part of that negotiating team.

NA: Negotiating for the acquisition?

GR: Negotiating for that [growers] contract we were talking
about, that earlier contract. This co-op thing came along after,
just kind of as an after piece of luck.

At any rate, I said, "No. I don't think you have to worry
about that. The Company can't pick up the factories and leave.
Nobody else is going to take them away. If worse comes to worse,
we could always buy them out as a co-op."

Apparently, this was relayed to the American Crystal people
that afternoon, what I had said, because I got a call that
evening when I got home. They said, "We know all about you, and
that you're out to break American Crystal." Which, you know, was
the furthest thing from my mind. At any rate, I was not in their
good favor at that particular time. And I can't say that I
really had any direct friends in the Company that was feeding me
anything.

In fact, it was the other way around. We had people in the
Association that were feeding the Company. This became rather
obvious when one of our officers overheard one of our directors,
right after one of our meetings, talking to an American Crystal
person behind a stage curtain. [Laughter]

NA: I don't know much about acquisitions, but what was the term
of the acquisition? Did American Crystal want anything in
particular before they would go along with it? Or were they just
fed up?

GR: I don't really know. Charlie Briggs thought the offer was
the way to go, I guess. I really can't say any more about that.
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We offered them around $50 million plus something else. There
was some potential liability in the anti-trust action which we
assumed eventually, and a few other things. I think they
basically felt that they could put their money somewhere else and
get a better return.

NA: Let's switch for a couple of minutes in talking about the
Growers Association and the involvement in maintaining federal
price supports for the domestic sugar industry.

How successful was the growers association in maintaining
specific price supports, i.e., the Sugar Act? In lobbying, in
legislation.

GR: As an officer, I would attend some of these national
meetings. Quite obviously, the processors were in control. But
the association members of all the various growers associations
around the nation, they weren't organized into one group; the
National Federation was the Colorado inter-mountain group. They
were about 50%. California, their association, was around 25% of
the growers. We had around 10%, and Michigan had around 10%, and
Texas probably had around 5%. None of them into one group.

NA: What about the Western Beet Growers Association? Wasn't
that a united group, that had a voice?

GR: The Western Sugar Beet Growers Association was an earlier
group, which combined—actually, I was on its board of directors
during its waning days—and I really don't know the whole history
of Western [Sugar Beet Growers Association], but my father was on
that board. He went out to Washington [state] as part of that.
So, apparently, we were part of Washington growers—Utah, and
Idaho, I suppose.

There was a kind of overall lobby group at that time. Now,
whether Western completely united all the growers in one unit, I
couldn't tell you.

NA: But the Red River Valley Growers Association was fairly
active in this, and was fairly successful?

GR: Well, they were part of the overall effort. They were
successful in terms that they were part of the whole that was
successful.

NA: I imagine you met with senators and congressmen. Hubert
Humphrey [D-Minnesota Senator], Arlen Stangland [R-Minnesota
Representative], Odin Langen [Minnesota Representative]. How
receptive were your representatives in listening to your views on
the Sugar Act? You as the grower.

GR: I entered the legislative scene in that particular time when
Al Bloomquist was on the scene. They were very interested in
listening to what growers had to say. I think this is where the
growers' strength came, in that the legislators were very
responsive to grower thinking.
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NA: Did you ever get any correspondence from senators on
agriculture committees, or any particular personal letters from
congressmen asking your views as a board member, on the Sugar
Act?

GR: I don't recall anything personally. No doubt some of it was
directed to the Association officers and the executive committee.
But, basically, that would come through Al Bloomquist. I'd be
exposed that way.

NA: You mentioned the Red River Valley Growers Association
didn't really work with other grower groups. Did the Growers
Association work with other groups—Farm Bureau, other Extension
groups—to support sugar legislation?

GR: The Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers Association did work
with the other groups, in an informal way, not under one
structure. I attended a number of meetings in an attempt to get
some kind of a national group. And that wasn't accomplished
until I left the scene.

At any rate, yes, we would send people to Farm Bureau and
Farmers Union, to try to get a resolution. But we were a small
group. We didn't really get that much accommodation in [their
resolutions regarding the] Sugar Act. Basically, he [Al
Bloomquist] was there to see to it that they didn't hurt us.

NA: Do you have anything else that you'd like to add, anything
that we may have skipped over that you'd like to be put down in
the record?

GR: Let me think a while. [Tape recorder turned off]

NA: Then this concludes our interview.

[End of Interview]

The following is a written statement made by G. Ross.
Statement was written July 31, 1989.
I. An examination of the research library at American Crystal
while doing a literature review for my Master's Thesis brought a
number of things to my attention. I concluded that while
American Crystal supported research at the national level
(sugarbeet foundation) and probably relied privately on USDA
research for both processing and production research, there was
literally no activity in production research in the Red River
Valley. Some observations by fieldmen were recorded and
considered research.

II. Early in my production career, I approached the Growers"
Association officials about the inadequacies of the receiving
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equipment. I was rebuffed with the information that American
Crystal did what they wanted to do and there was no use bringing
complaints to them. I went directly to the person in charge in
the Red River Valley (Al Holkesvig) and was politely told that if
some growers didn't like the way American Crystal did things,
they shouldn't grow so many beets. (This was considered by me as
a direct threat). I was young, a fairly new grower, had a young
family; I was a survivor of the Korean War, supposedly preserving
our freedom. My direct ancestors had a great deal to do with
bringing the industry to the Valley. I probably had an
exaggerated sense of justice. The day I left Mr. Holkesvig's
office at the American Crystal plant in East Grand Forks, I vowed
not to rest until Mr. Holkesvig ate those words. I took an
intense interest in the Association activities both with an
intent to establish a production research program in the Red
River Valley and also to find out why the Association officials
were so cozy with American Crystal and why they tolerated what
was obviously an outrageous situation, at least for me, in
relation to receiving equipment.

III. That the Association was not a bargaining unit became
apparent for a number of reasons. One of the reasons was the
Association structure, based on representation per county, per
number of acres in the county. This made Polk County the
dominant county.

American Crystal was organized into factory districts. They
had three or four fieldmen per factory and one of their tasks was
to monitor grower activities and foster information that was
supposedly favorable to American Crystal, as well as report back
to their superiors.

One of my self-appointed tasks was to align the Association
structure to cope with Crystal's advantage in manpower and many
resources. This was difficult because it meant that individual
growers might lose their positions of prestige and whatever power
they had as Association officers if a new structure replaced the
County organizations. Reorganization had to wait until the
cooperative was formed amid calls for the dissolution of the
Association.

An executive committee structure was put in place based on
factory districts prior to the cooperative, which was sort of a
compromise reorganization. Everybody gained; nobody lost their
prized positions.

The present cooperative structure contains potential for
abuse and the Association, as it exists today, is unwilling to
take an oversight role.

The research program was also somewhat dependent on a
reorganized structure if cooperation on a fair basis was to be
obtained from the seven factory district existing in North Dakota
and Minnesota. A cooperative effort was indicated in order to
get support from the State legislatures and also helped at the
national level for establishing a local USDA effort in Fargo.

The North Dakota and Minnesota Research and Education Board
was structured to accomplish this with the grower representation
based on factory district which didn't exist during the initial
organizational effort.
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The effort to improve receiving stations and equipment used
constant pressure and searching for ways to accommodate the
Company.

Inequities in truck privileges was a problem. The fieldmen
dispensed favors somewhat unequally. American Crystal did not
want to give up control. Organization of the truck haul
communities became a task to be accomplished; to wrest control
from American Crystal.

At Crookston, growers became organized and agreed to pay for
concrete that improved the ability to receive during wet
conditions. Caterpillar tractors literally pulled pilers apart
when they were moved in the mud. After becoming a cooperative,
Crystal poured concrete at all piler locations and reimbursed the
Crookston growers for their work.

In searching for the reason Crystal wouldn't buy new or
rebuild or generally refused to increase capacity, it became
apparent to me that Crystal generally over-contracted to insure
volume and was practically using the pilers to limit the total
tonnage purchased. I think it was more in their mind than in
actual practice.

In a dinner line and in conversation with Charlie Briggs
(American Crystal President), I asked him if money was the
problem (relative to pilers), offering to go to the growers and
requesting purchasing additional pilers as Crookston growers had
for concrete.

Charlie answered that he wouldn't accept more pilers even if
we gave them to him. He wasn't going to take the rush of piling
a lot of beets in a short time. The truth finally came home to
me. The problem was in the contract. Crystal absorbed abnormal
shrink (the loss in the piles), the growers lost quality (sugar
content was measured on the belt to the factory) . Any money
spent by American Crystal on improved storage and receiving would
accrue largely to the growers and much less percentage-wise [sic]
to the Company.

At about this time, events were leading to the formation of
the cooperative which solved the contract problem and allowed
progress in both receiving and storage as well as a system to
purchase beets on a quality basis.

A companion event was the introduction of beet seed
varieties not of American Crystal origin, as required in
Crystal's contract.

While American Crystal was still a stock company, a visit
with a plant physiologist in California revealed that, in his
opinion, Red River Valley growers should be able to grow 20 tons
of beets/acre (California yields were 20-30 tons) and that the
major reason was probably seed variety (supplied by Crystal)—
(and eye opener) . Along came Duane Melling of Beta Seed and
Northrup King. He attempted to sell in our market, and
approached the growers, particularly the research committee.
Meetings were held with Crystal. They were fruitless at first.
With the potential threat of Anti-Trust action by Beta and
Northrup King, Jack Tanner (agriculturalist and VP for Crystal)
allowed 10 pounds of seed per grower to be planted that was non-
American Crystal seed. Eventually, other varieties were tested,
a coded variety trial was suggested by the growers (to reduce
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research bias) and adopted. It is probable that much of the
recent increased tonnage of sugar per acre is directly
attributable to the opening up of the variety restrictions.

The problem associated with increasing receiving capacity
indicated a need for improved storage conditions. A national
effort researching storage conditions indicated the Red River
Valley would benefit. Local research indicated and led to
permanent structures, [buildings] The high return to investment
was competition with improvements needed in the processing area.
The demand for capital improvements in general led to competition
for grower dollars and eventually to a revolt by growers and the
demise of a capable president who emphasized the processing
portion without totally appreciating the producer portion.

Processor and producer communication has improved
considerably, but structurally there is a gap and considerable
potential for breakdown in communication between the cooperative
government and the individual grower.

Future progress in our cooperative hinges on national
policy, but the cooperative has positioned itself for survival in
the event prices are lowered,if protection is not totally
abandoned. There are more efficiencies available to us through
storage and factory run extension but this requires capital as
well as coordinated expansion to prevent dislocation of
resources. The by-product research progress is also helpful.

There has been a great deal of spin-off from the original
effort to free ourselves from stock company control. Much of the
progress exhibited by grower cooperatives has been due to the
"freeing-up" of the potential that exists within individuals and
also allowing them to join together in open forums to accomplish
goals.
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